AN ACT to create 341.05 (22), 347.02 (1) (g) and 349.18 (3) of the statutes, relating to permitting cities and villages to establish a golf cart crossing point upon a highway within their limits.

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. 341.05 (22) of the statutes is created to read:
341.05 (22) Is a golf cart being operated in accordance with s. 349.18 (3).

SECTION 2. 347.02 (1) (g) of the statutes is created to read:
347.02 (1) (g) Golf carts operated in accordance with s. 349.18 (3).

SECTION 3. 349.18 (3) of the statutes is created to read:
349.18 (3) Establish a golf cart crossing point upon a highway within its limits. An ordinance adopted under this subsection shall require that a golf cart stop and yield the right-of-way to all vehicles approaching on the highway before crossing the highway. The ordinance may require that a golf cart be equipped with reflective devices as specified in the ordinance. The city or village shall place a sign of a type approved by the department to mark the crossing point on both sides of the highway.